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Think About Your Future
Grade 12 | Trimester 1 | Careers and Future Choices

 Before you read
Discuss these questions.
1) Has your younger brother or sister ever asked you for help with a problem?  Why?  
     What happened? 
2) Have you ever asked your older brother or sister for help with a problem?  Why?  
     What happened? 

Think about your Future:  A letter from my older sisterDear Ghariba,
How are you, my sweet little sister? Recently, I have been thinking about you because this is your last year of high school.  Are you busy at school with your studies? Have you been spending time with your friends? When I look at your beautiful photos of trips to the desert with our family, I miss you. As you are in Grade 12, I hope you are thinking about your future career. I am sure you are, but let me give you a little advice.

First, I suggest you use your time wisely. High school seems like it will last forever, but it will be over sooner than you think. Every day in class is important. Listen to your teachers and learn as much as you can.  Your confidence will grow as you feel you are learning new information. The harder you work in each subject or lesson, the more you are preparing for your career. So, don’t avoid those difficult assignments. 
Second, keep trying every day. Most high school students face many challenges in their last year of school. I remember that high school had a lot of challenges. I have a confession I wish to share with you.  When I was in Grade 12, I sometimes felt like giving up because the workload was so huge. Luckily, our family encouraged me, and now it is my turn to encourage you to do your best. If you don’t study hard now, you may regret it later. Do your best!  The U.A.E. needs all of us to build a bright future for ourselves and the next generation.

Thirdly, getting a job is very competitive these days. Your interests, hobbies, and education are all important to write about when you are drafting your Curriculum Vitae.  It is your responsibility to follow your dreams by developing your skills. I know you will succeed with hard work! Finally, it is my dream that you will apply to my university here in Abu Dhabi. We could study together and hearing your laughter will be like music to my ears! When I come home for Ramadan, In sha’ Allah, we can talk further about this plan and your future career —I can’t wait to see you.Your sister,
Shamsa
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 Reading Comprehension

Read the letter and answer the questions.  

1) What is the purpose of this letter?  

A) to compare F  B) to inform F  C) to advise F  D) to complain F  

2) Why does Shamsa think Ghariba might need her help?

She is worried that Ghariba isn’t ___________________________________________________________________

3) Why does Shamsa mention her own high school experience?

She wants to tell Ghariba that ______________________________________________________________________ 

4) Paragraph 3 is mainly about:  

A) the future of the U.A.E. F                       

B) remembering high school friendships F  

C) never give up, keep trying everyday F  

D) getting a job is competitive F  

5) In which paragraph would the following sentence fit the best? Make sure you get references 

from people who know your character. Choose the correct answer.  

A) Paragraph 4 F  B) Paragraph 5 F  C) Paragraph 1 F  D) Paragraph 2 F  

6) We can infer / understand from this text that... Choose the correct answer.  

A) Shamsa is not concerned about her sister. F  

B) Ghariba wants to attend the university in Abu Dhabi. F  

C) Ghariba may need some advice. F  

D) The sisters do not use Instagram. F  

7) Complete the following table with information from paragraph 4. Try to remember the answers. 
Then, refer back to the text, check your answers and correct if necessary. 

Getting a job is very  __________________________________________________________________________________ these days.

                                                                         hobbiesYour ________________________________________________ ,  ________________________________________________  , and _____________________________________________

are all important for your curriculum vitae. 
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 Vocabulary

Choose the correct answer.  

1) The word confidence in paragraph 2 is...

A) a noun F    B) a verb F    C) an adjective F    D) an adverb F

2) The root of the word confession is...

A) confessed F    B) confessing F    C) to confess F    D) confession F

3) ‘High School had a lot of challenges.’ What are ‘challenges’?

A) opportunities F    B) problems F    C) activities F    D) choices F

4) What is a Curriculum Vitae? 

A) a summary of your qualifications and experience F       

B) a description of your school studies F    

C) an outline of your main hobbies and interests F       

D) a description of what kind of job you want F    

5) ‘Your laughter will be like music to my ears.’  What does this mean?

A) We will listen to music together. F    

B) I won’t be sad any more. F    

C) I will be happy to hear and see you again. F    

D) You will be happy to study here with me. F    

 Grammar

Complete the sentence. Choose the correct answer.  

1) Let me give you ______________ advice.

A) a few F    B) some F    C) any F    D) an F    

2) Study as much ______________ you can. 

A) as F    B) than F    C) if F    D) so F    

3) If you study hard, you ______________ more confident.

A) should be F    B) would be F    C) will be F    D) were F     

4) If you want to follow your dreams, you ______________ develop your skills.

A) should F    B) have F    C) are F    D) won’t F    

5) Are you going to apply ______________ university?

A) on F    B) in F    C) at F    D) to F 
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 Critical Thinking
Analyze the ideas in the text and relate them to your own experience.

1) How would you describe Shamsa’s personality? Complete the sentence below. Use words 
from the box.

hardworking    kind    worried    confident    serious    funny    shy    cheerful    helpful  

Shamsa is ___________________________________________________________________________________________

2) In your opinion, what was Shamsa’s best advice for Ghariba? Explain why. 

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

3) What else would you add to the letter to help Ghariba to study harder? Think of two more 
pieces of advice.

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________________________________________

 Writing

How do you think Ghariba will reply to this letter? Write Ghariba’s letter to Shamsa below. 
Refer back to the text and circle phrases and words you may want to use in your own letter.

Dear Shamsa,

Your sister,
Ghariba

Thank you for your very wise and thoughtful letter. How lucky 
I am to have a sister like you!
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 Extension

Work in pairs. Student A is a university student. Student B is a Grade 12 student applying to 
a university outside of their home city. Think about the situation. Refer back to the letter for 
ideas. Role- play the phone conversation. 

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Student A: Hi, ________________! How’s it going?

Student B: Oh not bad, thank you. Did you see my pictures on Instagram?

Student A:  Yes, I did. They look great! How are your studies going?  What are your plans for next year?




